Isolating certain critical blind spots that one encounters in studying lifeworlds of the global South, this essay calls for: (1) a grasp of the irreducible singularity of each historical formation as an essential aspect of southern Cultural Studies, so that its lessons are not readily erased, dismissed as signs of failure, or bracketed as idiosyncratic exceptions to universalized standards; and (2) the recognition of volatile and illicit forms of popular agencyemerging in friction with the security-obsessed governmentality of the borderlands, the exclusionary institutions of civil society, and the normativities of citizenship-as legitimate heralds of a global political futurity.
of knowledge, I try to identify potential pitfalls of such a "southern" project, and explore methodological orientations that might help circumvent such problems. What maneuvers are called for to recalibrate the very idea of the southern, to overcome its historical inscription within a semiotics of lack? Do such moves end up reifying identity and difference? What happens if we assess southern modalities of doing economics, culture, and politics in relation to the material lifeworlds within which they congeal, instead of criticizing, discounting, and reforming these modalities according to the standards of the global North? Northern idioms of sociability and professional etiquettes, legal frameworks and business arrangements, aesthetic principles and taste hierarchies-all forms of expertise whose inculcation requires considerable investments of money, time, and effort-place large segments of the world's population at a disadvantage. Southern communities have to work around the explicit strictures as well as the tacit dispositions that effectively exclude them from established channels of participation. For southern agents of history, such protocols do not work as affordances: whatever people manage to do is done in spite of these institutionalized impediments. When subjects have to forge their way into participation, what performative gestures become necessary?
As Ranajit Guha writes of subaltern revolts in eighteenth and nineteenth century Bengal:
When a peasant rose in revolt at anytime or place under the Raj, he did so necessarily and explicitly in violation of a series of codes which defined his very existence as a member of that colonial, and still largely semi-feudal society. 3 More close to our times, such gestures range from African American communities, angered by discrimination, police brutality, and abandonment, setting fire to property during the race riots of Los Angeles in 1965 and 1992, to the rural women of Plachimada, frustrated with red tape and legal obstructionism, demonstrating with empty water containers outside a Coca Cola bottling factory to protest its polluting effects on the area's groundwater. 4 While each of these interventions arrives with its unique historicity (comprising local histories, practices, modes of mobilization, affective dispositions toward one's lived world, prospects about the future, and so on), they come together in one fundamental respect: as southern gestures, they all seek to offset disenfranchised subjects' protocological inadequacies. Should we not see these desperate, often disruptive gestures as purposive acts of communication, which challenge and seek to change the social compact, as well as the structures modulating participatory cultures? If that is the case, what specific iterations of political agency emerge from these embodied instances of communication and action?
Drawing on a contemporary example from the India-Bangladesh border, where communities displaced by riverbank erosion resettle on the silt islands in the middle of the Ganga, I argue that such phenomenologies of precarity give rise to a gritty politics of survival, often eclipsing the rationality, civility, and social consciousness attributed to post-Enlightenment political theory's idealized citizen-subject. 5 When the state is experienced mainly as the enforcer of border security, rather than as the provider of social security, what is legal may not always seem legitimate to borderland communities. The singularity of this conjuncture-the midriver islands on which the displaced squat, happen to be on the international border between the two countries-puts to question standard notions of citizen, alien, and refugee. Smuggling rice and banned merchandise, or voting fraudulently in India to gain the patronage of local political blocs: such clandestine acts intimate a sense of urgency by putting the body on the line; while flouting laws, they also pry open a portal for engagement.
Variations of this extreme scenario, played out all over the global South, foster risky agencies shaping informal "gray" economies, piratical cultures, and political arenas of raw opportunism. Instead of simply waiting for the ideal conditions to emerge, for the modernist fictions of Development and Progress to finally become realities, we may as well begin to ask: what do the motley agents operating at the borders of nation-states, of civility, or of the Law, teach us about the futures of politics? To put it more bluntly, what if we recategorize patently criminal activities like piracy, smuggling, and terrorism as desperate acts of communication and grassroots mobilization, arising as situated responses to specific historical conditions? How might such a shift affect the hegemonic shibboleths of modern political life-especially the trinity of citizenship, civil society, and the public sphere? And how should Cultural Studies attuned to the realities of the global South reorient its paradigms and methodologies? Such a reorientation should involve, at the very least, a partial retreat from the two influential Gramscian assumptions that the institutions of civil society foster democratic participation across all social groups, and that hegemony secured through the negotiation of consensus is a necessary condition for a political bloc to assume power within democratic systems.
But first, a bit of analytical space-clearing is in order. The next three sections address the relationship of a southern Cultural Studies to the more established North America-centered model of Area Studies; the problematic of southern singularity; and the ambivalence of intellectuals regarding the retreat of southern political agencies from civility, formal organization, and clearly articulated collective platforms.
Area Studies and Cultural Studies: a topological problem
A project of doing Cultural Studies from southern perspectives has to contend with a two-fold topological problem. First, posing the problematic as "southern" raises the specter of a global North as the locus of the field. The North/South dyad remains useful when pushed beyond ossified hemispheric imaginations: while facilitating a more nuanced cartography reflecting actual historical processes, it also skirts the connotation of negative space that stalks formulations designated as "non-Western" (with "non-Northern" not quite in circulation). And yet, the global South carries with it the whiff of a remainder, a supplement; in relation to universalized narratives of development and progress, it conjures a lagging or failed project, a not-yet. Notwithstanding the discursive shift away from underdeveloped societies, the center-periphery model, or the Third World, to the more affirmative appellation of developing countries, the sense of a relative backwardness persists; in extreme situations, disparaging epithets such as "basket case" and "banana republic" return. Within the domain of global knowledge production, the pre-eminence of Anglophone and Franco-German centers of intellectual work-and the currency of their analytical frameworks, methodological orientations, institutional protocols, and political commitments-help maintain the global North's hegemonic centrality. Cultural Studies from southern perspectives runs the risk of being ghettoized from its inception. 6 Southern intellectual projects have to contend not only with a need to mark the distinctiveness of their paradigms, methods, and stakes, but also with the concomitant impossibility of holding onto authentically indigenous philosophical frameworks. This reflexivity is a variation on the dilemma that Dipesh Chakraborty characterized two decades ago as "the restless and inescapable politics of difference to which global capital," and the stratified, discontinuous modernity it shapes through its operations, "consign[s] us." 7 Since the extent to which capital penetrates different lifeworlds vary quite a bit, it emerges as a default greenhouse for historical difference. Capital's global operations open up a "site where both the universal history of capital," shaped by capital's urge to instrumentalize everything in its single-minded pursuit of accumulation, and the far more variegated local, lived experiences which animate a "politics of human belonging," "can interrupt each others narratives." 8 For instance, in the realm of global media capital, Hindi-language Bombay cinema of the late twentieth century-with its informal industrial organization, its epic three-hour genre-bending narratives, and its musical interludes that draw on local precinematic narrative traditions-"interrupts" the hegemonic history of cinema with Hollywood at its core. Often dismissed as derivative, overwrought, and low brow, the popular-commercial cinema of Bollywood can be thought of as relationally southern. 9 But in the three decades since India's economic liberalization, global processes of standardization adopted largely from Hollywood have attenuated Bollywood's uniqueness: nowadays, most films correspond to particular genres, unfold along a central narrative arc, eschew musical sequences where characters actually sing the songs, and come ready for multiplex screening with duration around two hours. Meanwhile, Bollywood elements have begun to infiltrate Hollywood: elements most spectacularly evident in Moulin Rouge (2001) and Slumdog Millionaire (2008), but also operative at the levels of financing, production, and postproduction (e.g., the 2008 deal between DreamWorks and Reliance). 10 Such mutual "interruptions" present opportunities for scholars to pry open the seemingly inevitable trajectory of capitalist modernity and to locate overlooked dimensions of human (and nonhuman) experience. Thus, local religious traditions shape Indian media industry practices like muhurut: marking the beginning of a project as auspicious by worshipping and making offerings to the gods. Likewise, local cosmologies prompt many world-class Indian scientists to consult an astrologer before embarking on significant life events such as getting married and buying property. Holding on to such practices does not make Indians less modern: it simply points to the different contours of an Indian modernity. The possibility of complicating universal accounts with chronicles of previously devalued and specifically southern experiences underscores the potential fecundity of Cultural Studies as an intellectual enterprise in/for the global South.
Which brings us to the second aspect of the topological problem. British and American Cultural Studies developed during the 1970s and 1980s, when western social theory and political praxis had reached an impasse. Signs of crisis were everywhere: in the trenchant critiques, anchored in material histories, of foundational thought; in the unraveling of various master narratives and utopian projects; and in the splintering of once-stable affiliations and the advent of contingent coalitions. 11 Widely referred to as the postmodern turn, this conjuncture witnessed the ascendance of imagination and culture as top-level productive forces; 12 a new respect for the popular; and a heightened awareness of the local determinants of social formations and circuits of power. Not surprisingly, the defining hallmarks of Cultural Studies include difference and marginality as constitutive analytics; the celebration, with some reservations, of popular cultural expressions and grassroots agencies; the recuperation of subcultural practices and micropolitical emergences; and the archiving of quotidian ephemera. In the context of the global South, these analytical orientations bear resonance with some of the concerns of Area Studies, paralleling the latters' attention to vernacular languages and expressions, rooted mores and institutions, indigenous cosmologies and epistemologies. Once again, prospects of ghettoization loom large: because of its similarities with Area Studies, southern Cultural Studies risks being relegated to an outside or, at best, remain an extimate of Cultural Studies proper. Such marginalization is at work in all manners of institutions and practices of the North American academy: in the assignation of certain scholarly works as "of general interest," and others as serving niche readerships; in the insistence of many academic presses that volumes focusing on Africa, Asia, East Europe, and Latin America include the place (nation, region, or city) in the title, while being lax about such a requirement for books on North America or Western Europe; in departmental hiring practices, review processes, and the funding of research projects. 13 With southern interventions, an additive model comes into play: while these contributions are celebrated for adding to the diversity of a global archive of cultural studies, they are not seen to have any fundamental effect on the general intellectual frameworks derived from Euro-American case studies, since the singular features and insights of southern cultural formations get framed as idiosyncratic exceptions to global norms. Like Area Studies, this emergent field of distinctive instances can then be mined for cultural data and expertise, to be instrumentalized for the North's geopolitical ambitions, while Anglo-European Cultural Studies continue to mint purportedly global theories. 14 Before we proceed, it may be useful to clarify that when scholars in a particular region, say Asia, study their immediate lifeworlds, they do not necessarily think of their work as contributions to an area-based Asian Studies; nor do they think of themselves as Asianists. Ariel Heryanto makes precisely this point, and goes on to quote Reid: "[m]ost of our Asian colleagues … are only 'Asianists' when they are outside Asia, but discipline-based social scientists [and humanities scholars] at home." 15 A southern Cultural Studies paradigm offers an interdisciplinary home for all manners of scholarship produced across the planet, and a possibility of skirting the epistemological and institutional baggage of Area Studies.
Thus, one urgent question that arises from the agenda of this special issue is: what would it take for a Cultural Studies of the global South to avoid getting subsumed into an Area Studies paradigm whose roots are in Cold War era international politics (and whose antecedents go back to colonial knowledge production)? To adopt a more affirmative line of enquiry, in what ways might each intellectual enterprise help recast and invigorate the other? By way of provisional responses, I will pursue two lines of thought. The first has to do with the showcasing of difference in Cultural Studies, and establishing its constitutive role in sociocultural formations. Ironically, this preoccupation with difference tends toward its reification as an empty category, inducing an erasure of actual differences. 16 Notwithstanding the problems of Area Studies, certain critical paradigms, widely understood to be part of area studies scholarship, have insisted on the irreducible singularity of each historical formation, pointing to possible pathways out of this conundrum. 17 The second line of thought revolves around the misgivings, among social and cultural elites, about wayward populist energies that rarely add up to a coherent political movement, safeguard the institutions of civil society, or guarantee progressive outcomes. Fostered by liberal-bourgeois dispositions, such suspicions about southern manifestations of the popular-and of populisms in particular-foreclose the more radical potentialities for political emergence. If I appear to be suggesting that even the fear-mongering, facttwisting populist political mobilizations that bring a Donald Trump or a Narendra Modi to power capture and incorporate radical potentialities within their project, it is because I am. The descriptor "radical" does not come with any predetermined political appeal, even though it is often conflated with the sense of a revolution or a rupture. More to the point, the pressing question is not so much about the nature-radical or otherwise-of the potentialities that inhere within such reactionary political formations, as it is about the kind of coalition-building efforts that might shift the terms of political debates and refresh the possibilities for more salutary political futures.
The capture of the singular
This section interrogates an unintended consequence of the centrality accorded to difference in cultural studies methodologies: the loss of the singularity of historical experience. Throughout this article, "singular" and "singularity" are used in the conceptual sense that Giles Deleuze endowed the terms with. 18 A philosophical concept pertaining to situations in which the same structure or event is repeated over time and space, the singular refers to the unique and irreducible properties of each actualization. In mounting his defense of difference and his criticism of all universalizing tendencies, Deleuze points to an ontological dimension within the identity-difference relation to insist on an autonomous basis for difference, to promote an understanding of difference-in-itself. 19 Difference is not simply the antithesis or negation of identity; quite to the contrary, difference comes with its own material foundation and historicity, and its crucial function is to affirm the other and, thereby, the multiple. This constitutive and partly ontological role of difference has to be disavowed in representation in order to secure epistemological generalizability and to make way for a universal identity. But difference resists such reduction and capture. As Deleuze writes, the "empty identities" and "abstract universalities … claim to draw difference along with them"; but difference "remains attached" to "a differential reality always made up of singularities." 20 For every act of mediation or representation that asserts an absolute verity or universal identity, "there is always an unrepresented singularity" that plays spoilsport, that refuses to accept the universality of the representation. 21 The singular attributes, in congealing into a challenge to universalization, do not negate identity as much as they affirm difference.
In a recent article interrogating popular and scientific discourses on the effects of excessive media consumption on the human brain, Thomas Lamarre argues that "the cultural studies of media use-cultural analysis based on reading the event as an expression of received cultural positions-tend to overlook and betray" significant aspects of such usage. 22 First, when scholars assume media producers and audiences to be "pre-existing constituencies," what gets left out is an account of the processes via which familiar and unfamiliar elements from diverse sectors of a social formation, sometimes even incommensurable elements, come into novel relations in the course of a cultural event. Since these overlooked processes shape the event's singularity, that aspect remains illegible as well. Lamarre quotes Brian Massumi on this point:
As it is widely practiced, cultural studies falls short of singularity … because it clings to the notion that expression is of a particularity. It realizes that expression is always collective. But it takes the collectivity as already constituted, as a determinate set of actually existing persons (in common parlance, a constituency). 23 It is not as if cultural studies scholars have not grappled at length with social and historical complexities: concepts such as overdetermination, articulation, and intersectionality have offered analytical perspectives and inspired research methodologies able to engage with the entanglements and contradictions, negotiations and realignments within a social field. 24 Nevertheless, an aporia about the constitution of constituencies persists: if collectives reify difference into a particularity, at the other extreme a fetishization of singularity leads to esoteric scholarship based on a sample size of one.
The presumed unity of a group or community on the basis of a distinctive shared trait (taken as the mark of its difference)-an epistemological simplification which critics like Massumi and Lamarre hold responsible for the occlusion of singularity-can be traced back to the roots of cultural studies approaches in political economy's classes, sociology's types, and history and anthropology's communities. 25 Such mass groupings around particular traits, which must ignore the singularities of the one to foreground the commonalities of the many, also lead to the attrition of what Massumi calls "processual specificity," as well as blindness to "the relational comingness of community and the qualitative contagion of collective life-movement," even as these elements remain central to the avowed project of Cultural Studies. 26 Perhaps more to the point of this article, the legacy of these liberal-humanist disciplines of post-Enlightenment modernity deliver much of Cultural Studies as yet another instrument of liberal and neoliberal biopolitics.
While the purported objective of modern governance is the regulation of biosociological processes to achieve a certain homeostasis at the level of the population, its hidden agendas often include the ongoing depredation of minorities-even necropolitics. 27 The propensity to aggregate on the basis of demographic categories gets more pronounced in southern contexts: the presumed disposability of entire populations renders them vulnerable to policies of abandonment. As Jon Beasley-Murray argues with reference to Latin American populist movements, Cultural Studies merely reproduces the populism that it analyzes, while the civil society rubric with its core political model of hegemony shores up neoliberal agendas. 28 In a similar vein, within the context of the academy as a ideological state apparatus, Toby Miller notes that Cultural Studies "has been revealed as a new administrative tool for universities in a time of scarcity": in seeking to deliver instrumentalized education with maximum efficiency, institutions of higher learning downsize or eliminate less popular humanities and arts departments, replacing them with interdisciplinary cultural studies courses that cover similar ground and, sometimes, the concerns of STEM disciplines (e.g., Cultural Studies of Risk, Cultural Studies of Genes). 29 To counter such pervasive processes of capture, Beasley-Murray stresses the need to learn from the impulses and energies of the multitude that escape increasingly deepening mechanisms of state control. 30 He seems to call attention to the more radical elements of Massumi's "relational comingness of community"-a point I explore in the next section. 31 Lamarre's second reservation about the "cultural studies of media use" has to do with most scholar's inability to deal with the materiality of both media technologies and media users. 32 In spite of all the attention to the body in Cultural Studies, the corporeality of media technologies and their users, as well as the embodied interactions between the two, are missing from most scholarship on media. For Lamarre, pursuing the effects of contemporary media usage on the human brain cannot proceed without attending to the role of neuroscientific findings in shaping the singularity of media experiences: "the cultural studies question 'what do audiences do with media or technologies?' and the sciences' question 'what do media or technologies do to audiences?'" must come together. 33 Inherent to Lamarre's argument is a conception of materiality that historical materialism cannot deal with adequately. This new focus on the ontological dimensions of everyday life, which Deleuze brought to the center of contemporary philosophy, has become more pressing in the wake of the digital revolution (with a fresh attention to technologies and infrastructures of reproduction, transmission, and storage), biomedical and neuroscientific developments (including prosthetics and biomonitors, chemical supplements and cognitive enhancers), and the environmental crisis (with its attendant existential precarity). In an overview of Cultural Studies in its first two decades, Miller reiterates Lawrence Grossberg's call to simultaneously politicize theory and to theorize politics, combining "abstraction and grounded analysis." 34 Miller ultimately hinges the potency of the field to its deployment of political economic analysis: hence his complaint that "the dominant strand of US cultural studies had lost political economy as its animator, in favor of some ghastly academic mirror of the post-welfare state," and his extolment of "work that understands the importance of material conditions in the formation and exercise of subjectivity." 35 In the intervening years, the grounds of "grounded analysis" have shifted from a narrow focus on political economy to include the concerns of new materialist epistemologies: nowadays, "politicizing theory" and "theorizing politics" often involve distinctly ontological dimensions.
What happens to culture as a site of power and struggle, the eponymous object of cultural studies research, in light of such ontological and epistemological shifts? Let us dwell on this question briefly in the context of the rampant "problem" of media piracy in the global South. After all, piracy seems to be a perfect example of the unsanctioned use of media technologies and forms by marginal groups seeking to wrest a modicum of cultural agency. But what do these southern uses of media entail? Besides the unpaid downloading and copying of media products, there is a long tradition of rewiring and repurposing equipment, salvaging and repairing discarded gadgets, recycling parts, and reassembling them into new contraptions; there is also the production of illicit versions-copies, spoofs, extracted samples, and so on. Such material practices upset media corporations for a host of reasons, the explicit one being the alleged loss of revenue from pilfered films, music, and software. However, as many analysts have demonstrated convincingly, even if media piracy were eliminated, large segments of the world's population would not be able to afford multiplex tickets, legal CDs and MP3 files, or the latest videogames. What these transnational companies do not express so publicly is the vexation they face from southern cultures of rewiring and recycling, which upstage the corporate strategy of planned obsolescence by extending the lives of electronic appliances, and enable jerry-rigged uses not envisioned in company plans. People participate in piratical activities not only to make a living in the informal sector, but also for reasons of leisure and technophilia. Moreover, because of enduring local habits, southern communities evince rather divergent relationships to the notion of intellectual property rights. Media technologies, indeed, revolutionize people's lives, but in ways that far exceed both corporate hype and design. More unexpectedly, media consumers take control of these technologies, making them serve their everyday purposes, and complicating our understandings of "old" and "new" media. The local socialities that grow around repair shops, and the opportunistic salvaging of electronic parts doing double duty as southern homegrown practices of environmentalist care, are only two examples of the ways in which the scope of "culture" has expanded not only to include material practices (historical materialism) but also to produce ontological shifts (new materialisms). 36 In light of this renewed salience of materiality in cultural analysis, what methodologies and insights might Area Studies, notwithstanding the limitations of the rubric itself, have to offer? After all, area studies scholarship has had an abiding interest in local cosmologies, and the cosmological tends to yoke the cultural to the natural. Recent area studies work has begun to look at cases that push beyond the cosmological to extend toward the ontological, embracing these dimensions as central to the cultural: for instance, tracking human-animal relations in the villages of the Central Himalayas in light of traditional animal sacrifice rituals and the contemporary cow-protection vigilantism of the Hindu right wing, or complicating the presumed illegitimacy of modern hydrological ventures by tracing back the roots of the Three Gorges Dam-the Chinese megaproject that has displaced some 1.3 million people, flooded archaeological sites, and increased the risk of landslides-to cultural and scientific imaginations of the Yangzi River basin dating back over a millennium. 37 Since the value and legitimacy of area studies research and scholarship are predicated on geographic and linguistic expertise, difference provides the organizing principle even as the underlying methodologies forge the impression of relatively uniform and stable cultural traditions (Asia Studies, Japan Studies, Korea Studies … ). The corpus of knowledge related to each region remains vulnerable to being folded within civilizational imaginations with their peculiar insularities and chauvinisms, and to being ideologically conscripted by nation-building projects and their politics of inclusion/exclusion. Not surprisingly, some of the most trenchant criticisms of the Area Studies paradigm have come from postcolonial scholars associated with the Subaltern Studies collectives of South Asia and Latin America, and working within transnational academic circuits. Since subaltern practices remain illegible to hegemonic perspectives, "culture" turns out to be an unstable figuration for contexts with subaltern presence, making attention to the historical production of power differentials an imperative. Insisting on subalternity as a relational analytic that indexes a subject position of radical negation, excluded from all lines of mobility, Gayatri Spivak refuses its conflation with concrete demographic types (the tribal, the untouchable, the refugee). 38 Such conflations, while offering up these abject figures as targets of national development projects and transnational humanitarian dispensations, at once reify and erase historically constituted difference. In a more affirmative vein, Walter Mignolo calls for the consolidation of decolonial subaltern reason as the basis for a more liberating modernity, even a new humanity. 39 While acknowledging the impossibility of salvaging any authentic indigeneity untainted by the colonial experience, Mignolo argues for a program of delinking from "the colonial matrix of power" and of seeking to realize the potentialities of modernity vitiated by the narrow instrumentalities of European Reason. Mignolo looks to the multilevel interfaces produced by the colonial encounter-not only the conflicts, but also the innervations, negotiations, translations, and creative solutions-for instances of "border thinking": local, conjunctural practices of the imagination and forms of knowledge that might serve as resources for a decolonial becoming.
Mignolo's speculations on border thinking as the gateway to a decolonial modernity resonate with Chakraborty's call to utilize the mutual interruptions between capital's universalized history on the one hand, and all the local narratives about lived experiences of capitalist modernity on the other, to escape the relentless instrumentality and teleology of a Eurocentric History. 40 Both scholars attend to cosmological and analytical discontinuities, and to the underlying incommensurabilities across material lifeworlds. Chakraborty, for instance, dwells on the annual practice of worshiping Vishvakarma, the god of technologies, in Bengal's industrial plant and factories. 41 The day of the Vishvakarma Pooja is a public holiday in much of northern India, an arrangement that must have required some form of secular bargaining between the state, capital, and labor. On the other hand, religious rituals require devotional labor; hence the incursion of the annual festival into the production space of modern industry introduces kinks within secular categories/ histories of work and leisure. Such considerations point to the necessity of a relationaleven explicitly comparatist-approach in all research projects centered on the local. A comparatist approach allows researchers to attend to the irreducible frictions that mark contemporary collective formations born of encounters between incommensurate forces, as well as the acts of translation and mediation that manage to build bridges across the chasms. In engaging the noncorrespondences as well as the creative transfigurations which together shape local formations, such an approach seeks to account for the singular historicity of each formation. To stay with the example of Vishvakarma Pooja, how does it compare with other religious holidays such as Christmas and Id? Chakraborty points to the tendency on the part of secular scholars to subsume the difference of the event-the garlanding and worshiping of the machines and tools in the factoriesunder the universal sign of "religion" or "culture." 42 But is it precisely such universal categories that fail to take account of the difference, which is explained away by the functionalist logic that worshiping machinery is a form of "'insurance policy' against accidents and contingencies." 43 In the face of such intellectual tendencies, it becomes necessary to recognize that the "redundancy-the huge and, from a strictly functionalist point of view, unnecessarily elaborate panoply of iconography and rituals-prove[s] the poverty of a purely functionalist approach": only then can the universal "secular narrative" of labor and capital be put into crisis. 44 Finally, corollary to their apprehension of the singular, relational/comparatist approaches are better equipped to explore generalizable patterns without eliminating the granular specificities of local experiences. In a stunning mobilization of decolonial thinking, Anibal Quijano provides a critical reappraisal of the concept of "totality," now widely dismissed in Europe and North America as a product of colonial modernity that leads to "theoretical reductionism" and "the metaphysics of a macro-historical subject," as well as for its associations with "undesirable political practices, behind a dream of the total rationalization of society." 45 Outside the 'West', virtually in all known cultures, every cosmic vision, every image, all systematic production of knowledge is associated with a perspective of totality. But in those cultures, the perspective of totality in knowledge includes the acknowledgement of the heterogeneity of all reality; of the irreducible, contradictory character of the latter; of the legitimacy, i.e., the desirability, of the diverse character of the components of all realityand therefore, of the social. 46 Quijano concludes that while the critique of European rationality is "urgent" and "indispensable," it is not necessary to negate all its categories or to insist on the "dissolution of reality in discourse." 47 Published in the journal Cultural Studies, Quijano's article calls for the "liberation of intercultural relations from the prison of coloniality" so that "all peoples" are free "to choose, individually or collectively, such relations: a freedom to choose between various cultural orientations, and, above all, the freedom to produce, criticize, change, and exchange culture and society." 48 Such coming into intercultural relations-which will involve the production of incompossible worlds and knowledge structures through the creative articulation of incommensurable cosmologies-is one of the main promises of a southern project of Cultural Studies. This potentiality, which stems from the double consciousness born of violent historical encounters, from the disorientation of being reduced to the other in one's own environs, is intrinsic to southern experiences of modernity. A southern Cultural Studies will find its intellectual vitality by bringing to light the singularities of these uncanny modernities, and reflexively elaborating the insights that remain recessed within such singularities.
The following section explores what is at stake in exiting the post-Enlightenment realm of civil society, while keeping in mind the possibility of resuscitating notions of civility imagined otherwise, without activating an attendant mode of domination.
Uncivil energies
Because of its intrinsic volatilities, the domain of the popular remains an analytical enigma. Considered as a whole, academic discourse oscillates between, at one pole, idealist celebrations of popular spontaneity, ingenuity, resilience, and solidarity; and, at the other pole, skeptical denigration of popular reason and creativity, especially populisms that cynically exploit those very attributes to stir up collective anxieties and to instigate reactionary politics. It is a challenge to locate, let alone make sense of, the tensions and ambivalences that animate popular cultural figurations; it may be trickier still to predict the outcomes of popular political mobilizations. This counterintuitive intractability of the quotidian and familiar makes sense if we remember that popular formations-unlike critical, antiestablishment, avant garde projects, whose interventions come with a measure of cogency and conviction-are born of many random, discrete, and provisional negotiations between motley social forces.
The Frankfurt School critique of the "culture industry" squarely equates mass culture to an industrial venture, enframing it as the domain not of spontaneous expressions of folk creativity, but of standardized, low-brow cultural commodities often complicit with the most venal ideologies. Populism remains a bad object in this influential exegesis, whose rigorous criticality is, in part, a traumatized response to the legacy of Goebbels and the Reich Ministry of Public Enlightenment and Propaganda. 49 Relatively sympathetic frameworks find it difficult to embrace populist movements because of their propensity for tactics that are illegal, unruly, and sometimes outright violent. Marxist scholars have struggled with the political potentialities of the category of "the people": ultimately, the vanguard Party has to step in to shape the peasantry and the working class into properly political entities. E.P. Thompson, a seminal figure for British Cultural Studies, rejects the blanket denigration of rioting crowds in what he describes as "a spasmodic view of popular history." 50 Instead, he seeks to understand the bread riots of eighteenth century England in terms of a "moral economy" of rights, fairness, and justice. And yet, Thompson ultimately describes volatile popular irruptions as expressions of a prepolitical consciousness. The ambivalence that complicates Thompson's attempt to rehabilitate the riotous mob within a genealogy of radical mobilizations, by investing it with a semblance of political rationality, continues to stalk cultural studies methodologies to this day.
Behind the distrust of rowdy crowds lurks a post-Enlightenment investment in civil society and its institutions. Since Hegel, civil society has been understood in distinction from the political state, as a domain in which citizens follow their (primarily economic) interests according to certain civil codes. 51 For Marx, the separation is not as clear since the state, controlled by the bourgeoisie, acts as the protector of bourgeois capitalist interests. 52 Gramsci, in reimagining civil society as the site for the consensus-building negotiations necessary for a hegemonic bloc to come to power, makes it a central category for democratic politics. 53 In contrast, he identifies political society as the realm in which the state rules by force. Of course, repression appears in many forms, not all of which involve force: the norms of civil society, which regulate participation in decisionmaking processes, take on a gatekeeping function that help exclude entire population groups from crucial deliberations. Irrespective of their own artisanal cultures and local cosmologies, proletarian communities require training via formal education and culture. The civilizing exercises that enable peasants and workers to join the negotiating table, also initiate their co-optation into the hegemonic order. Gramsci stresses the importance of developing a proletarian consciousness and culture, and nurturing organic intellectuals arising from among the subaltern ranks, in order to forge a counterhegemony as a challenge to the reigning order. 54 But his vision for such transformations remains circumscribed by the parameters of civil society. Having inherited this bounded horizon, Cultural Studies has mostly remained within it. The insistence on civil society values and modes, even when they are widely experienced as exclusionary, invites speculation about a persistent worry on the part of elite and middle classes regarding popular intransigence and impetuosity: what if plebeian groups rebel against or work around sanctioned political processes, realizing that hegemonic frameworks that purport to help them negotiate their own interests, actually tame those very interests?
The modalities of civil society work best for classes that devise them with their own class interests in mind. For the vast majority of people living in the global South, the institutions of civility and legality are imposed from elsewhere and operationalized from above, and do not reflect their concerns. Partha Chatterjee, in his influential work on "the politics of the governed" involving "well over three-fourths of contemporary humanity," presents a recalibration of political society in terms of the exigencies that compel popular political practices to subvert, if not exit, the state's juridico-legal firmament. 55 The apparent absence of an adequately evolved political consciousness, and the lack of fluency in the codified languages and rituals required to enter civil-associational relations, keep large segments of the world's population outside civil society. What is referred to as the politics of the street arises in response to the effective foreclosure of the sites of democratic deliberation available to the masses, and to coercive state operations transgressing "rule of law" codes with impunity. 56 This politics from below seeks to recalibrate the relations and functions of governmentality via the opportunistic and uncivil exploitation of state dispensations such as land redistribution schemes and affirmative action. At stake is the definition-in-action of right-bearing citizenship as the foundation of popular political life, at a conjuncture in which "the universal ideal of civic nationalism," based on the equality of all classes, religions, races, cultures etc., has come into conflict with calls for the "differential treatment of particular groups on grounds of vulnerability or backwardness or historical justice." 57 One might locate in Chatterjee's analysis echoes of a Habermasian lament about the political vitiation of the rational structures and democratic norms that once enlivened the bourgeois public sphere. The replacement of political sovereignty with the logics of governmentality as the basis for democratic polities would suggest such an erosion. Chatterjee, however, gives vernacular expressions of popular will and agency a distinctly positive twist, arguing that these frequently delinquent practices are shaping a contemporary political modernity of great vitality. His orientation is shaped by the recognition that postcolonial governmentality in India, for instance, has actually opened up new lines of mobility for previously subaltern groups: reservations for scheduled castes and scheduled tribes have allowed such communities to "make strategic alliances with other oppressed groups in order to get a share of governmental power." 58 In the context of late twentieth-century popular politics in Bengal-so much of which has had to do with struggles over land rights, with squatters seeking to legitimize their claims to illegal colonies, and farmers fighting to stave off land grabs by a state-capital nexus for industrialization and real estate development-Chatterjee tries hard to recoup "the absence of a plan" as not necessarily "a bad thing," arguing that "[p]erhaps that is how vernacular resistance to global designs ultimately succeeds." 59 But in the end, Chatterjee too expresses serious misgivings about "the capacity of unselfconscious local practice" to forge a modicum of efficacious political agency, and "to beat back … the new regime of globality." 60 In dragging various locals into the folds of flexible accumulation, the "new world order" has ravaged the working classes everywhere; the neoliberal extension of a calculus of the market to every aspect of life has delegitimized social security and the welfare state. For Chatterjee, the gradual privatization of the state's key functions limits even the cannily circuitous forms of democratic participation that the southern masses have been wresting for themselves by leveraging governmentality, often against its own logics. 61 But as is often the case with semilicit, piratical activities (e.g., constructing a temple on illegally occupied land, to ward off eviction by god-fearing law enforcement forces) that straddle communication and hoodwinking, participation and criminality, a cat and mouse game ensues between, on the one hand, forces of surveillance and detention and, on the other, opportunistic cells representing subaltern interests.
With the rise of India's religious Right in contemporary times, and the effective dissolution of the Indian Left, progressive politics is on the wane in once-radical Bengal. Disenfranchised communities of the province find themselves caught in the crossfires between the state and ultraleftist militant groups, and the opportunistic machinations of local syndicates and private militia. But does this impasse push them toward civil society and its tempered modes? Or do the indirection, raucousness, and violence of contemporary Bengal politics index a groundswell of mobilization beyond a point of no return? Should we not look for new forms of political subjectivity, perhaps even agency, emerging from this inchoate churn? I pursue these questions in the context of communities currently displaced by riverbank erosion along the international border between Bangladesh and India.
A politics of the churn: between legality and legitimacy
In the 1960s, in the heydays of Nehruvian India's program of planned development, construction work started on a barrage across the mighty Ganga at Farakka, just upstream from the point where the river entered East Pakistan (now Bangladesh). The project, whose stated objective was to provide the port of Calcutta with a new lease of life by channeling a larger volume of water along the Bhagirathi-Hooghly distributary in West Bengal, was undertaken without any study of its long-term environmental impact. Whether the barrage, operational since the mid-1970s, helped the navigability of the river at Calcutta remains an open question; far more indisputable are the disastrous hydrological effects it has had on the surrounding districts of Malda and Murshidabad in West Bengal, Rajshahi in Bangladesh, and even parts of Bihar and Jharkhand provinces. While experts track the shifts in fluid pressure and directionality inducing massive riverbank erosion, local folks liken the river to a large snake held by its neck, flailing its tail in fury. 62 This entanglement of scientific knowledge and cosmology-of seemingly incommensurable forms of expertise-indexes the difficulty of comprehending the unfolding disaster. Thousands have lost their homes and arable land on both sides of the Ganga along its stretch that coincides with the international border between India and Bangladesh. 63 This remains an ongoing problem. Over time, the silt from the washed away banks forms islands, locally known as char, in the middle of the river. 64 Although these chars are wont to disappear in the next round of floods, tens of thousands of displaced people have moved to these sandbars and islands, imagining them to be a natural restitution of their lost land. 65 Once the displaced settle on the islands along the international border, the proverbial no man's land, they are rendered stateless, their existence a vexation to normative ideas of territory, law, and citizenship. In sharp contrast to the everyday interactions these marooned communities continue to have with borderland inhabitants, both Bangladeshi and Indian governments disown them, treating them as an archipelago of aliens, a potential threat to the security of each territory and its citizenry. Because of this official attitude, the displaced are placed under round-the-clock surveillance, with border security forces on both sides subjecting them to all manners of harassment. Barbed wires, check posts, patrol boats, public address systems, and searchlights comprise a highly visible security apparatus intent on detecting every border infringement, every attempt at illegal passage. 66 A project of studying these stranded populations might begin with their demographic composition, point to the impossibility of demarcating them according to their origin, and dwell on their hybrid cultures drawing on elements not only from both Hindu and Muslim communities but also from local syncretic denominations (for instance, Sahajiya and Sufi communities) and Dalit groups such as the Matuas. Some scholars would focus on the migration of working age men to the big cities (Kolkata, Mumbai, Chennai), leaving the women, children, and the elderly to fend for themselves, largely by picking up odd jobs in the informal sector often bordering on the illicit (including the smuggling of rice, pirated media, and cough syrup that produces a buzz). Others could focus on the ways in which these char communities become pawns in local political games on both sides of the border: for instance, casting votes with faked identity cards or fraudulent ballots during elections, being paid to attend political rallies to inflate popular turnout, and even risking their bodies as mercenaries in demonstrations and riots. 67 Still, others might choose to document the precarity of these groups as they move from island to island within this terra infirma, by drawing on satellite imagery showing the long-term movements in riverbanks, water flow, and midchannel silt formations. 68 All these approaches belie the clarity and certitude that cartographic borders exude in their performative underscoring of geographic stability and territorial sovereignty; instead, the borderland emerges as a bustling zone of everyday interactions, negotiations, and transformations. A properly southern cultural studies approach would seek not only to foreground these material complexities, but also to debunk once and for all the imaginative conceit and juridico-legal power of the international border. Instead of reiterating a stable, definitive boundary, such an approach would embrace a processual understanding of the border.
It should be clear that my proposal for an experience-based conception of the border owes a great deal to an earlier spate of border thinking some two to three decades ago, in the seminal works of scholars such as Gloria Anzaldúa, Homi Bhabha, and José Saldívar. 69 Responding to a historical conjuncture in which the forces of globalization appeared to transcend national borders, these critical thinkers questioned the idealization of a borderless world; simultaneously, they called attention to the emergent, interstitial zones of contact and creativity, hybrid selves and communities, mixed cultures and aesthetics. Even as these scholars recorded the material aspects of everyday lives lived at the margins, their focus was primarily on questions of subjectivity, belonging, and culture in the diaspora. In Anzaldúa's autobiographical work on growing up in the Mexico-Texas borderlands, the border takes on a metaphorical charge as the space of liminality, marginality, and hybridity. There is a general sense of the violence of borders, but that violence is not adequately parsed into its material components. Border-living gives way to border-thinking and border-writing all too quickly. I am primarily interested in the material processes that constitute the borderlands, processes whose violence not only violates subjectivities and marginalizes people in terms of their social and cultural location, but also tries to wring the life out of its victims according to an all-consuming logic of extraction.
Mezzadra and Neilson propose that we explore the border itself as method. 70 For these scholars, far from promoting a borderless world, globalization has led actually to a proliferation of borders: their role in the regulation of various flows-of labor, commodities, ideas-has become more crucial, more pointed. Approaching the border as not so much a predetermined structure as a methodology allows us to understand the precise operations of its power in relation to local forces. Such an approach compels us to attend to the ways in which proliferating borders have led to the multiplication of differentiated labor forms, and thus to more extensive expropriation and more intensive extraction. Thus on the char islands at the Bangladesh-India border, with the grown up males migrating to distant cities in search of livelihood, women as well as boys and girls in their early teens become the target of exploitation: they end up smuggling goods, or get initiated into sex work. 71 Border experiences differ from one instance to another: just in terms of infrastructures and salient modes of passage, boats are critical in the Mediterranean, while tunnels and desert convoys are significant along the US-Mexico borders. It is possible to generalize about certain structures and attributes: for instance, the presence of a border control regime with its surveillance and deterrence mechanisms, or the conduits of piratical activities such as smuggling and human trafficking. But these common aspects cannot erase the singularity of each borderzone, much of which is shaped by the ecology of the place itself. With the char refugees at the Bangladesh-India border, one has to contend with the ineluctably material aspects of lives saturated with water, sand, and silt, amidst some of most populated areas of the world. Mezzadra and Neilson call for an ethos of translation across singularities, so as to forge coalitions from below. 72 How might we articulate the plight of a drug mule at the Mexico-US border with that of a woman smuggling cough syrup at the Bangladesh-India border? How do arid landscapes, overrun by boulders, sand, and desert plants, stack up against an amphibian terrain in a state of constant churn? While acknowledging the need for translocal epistemologies and interventions, southern Cultural Studies has to hold on to the singularity of historical experiences.
What is the historicity of the displaced communities along the Bangladesh-India border? The infamous Radcliffe Line, which divided up South Asia into two separate countries overnight in August 1947, did not pay heed to local communities. There are stories about how the line literally cut across homesteads and localities, so that cousins, neighbors, and friends woke up in the morning to find themselves citizens of two different countries. Riots have broken out in the region time and again, and full-fledged wars have been fought between India and Pakistan in 1948, 1965, and 1971, the last one leading to the birth of Bangladesh and the movement of several million refugees into India.
The Farakka Barrage, which exacerbated the erosion of riverbanks along the Ganga, was commissioned by the Indian government in the early 1960s, when India-Pakistan tensions were running high: the project was clearly a case of the upper riparian side flexing its geographic muscle. After the liberation of Bangladesh with Indian help, the single biggest source of tension has been the issue of water sharing, with Farakka at the center of multiple controversies at the international level. Some of that tension is, no doubt, displaced onto the char communities, who provoke suspicion on both sides because of their stateless status. Oddly, the alienness of these communities becomes such a point of obsession precisely because of the impossibility of telling them apart from legal inhabitants on both sides: failing to ascertain their affiliations beyond doubt, both Bangladeshi and Indian officials categorize them as trespassers. The situation is aggravated by widespread practices of cross-border traveling without legal visas: for instance during festivals, seasonal peaks in agriculture, or local elections. These ground-level exchanges-all historically condoned transgressions-point to a thick, buzzing, and dynamic borderland whose communities have long depended on each other. And yet, the stateless status of the people on the sandbars and silt islands along the international border marks them out as a security threat.
One could ask, who is truly afraid of the stateless (since legal denizens of the borderlands on both sides seem to accept them)? Who is the real threat here? The char dwellers are abjectly poor communities, holding onto precarious land that may disappear in the next storm. The palpable reason for their misery is a misbegotten state project. Yet, unlike victims of flood or cyclones, these displaced groups do not qualify for official assistance. There is no social service on the islands: the char dwellers' primary experience of the two states is in terms of security measures directed against them, and legal structures that seem only to stifle them. Moreover, as Nicholas de Genova has argued with respect to the Mediterranean refugees, for all their spectacular performativities, border control regimes are strikingly porous: the real scandal at the border is not the illegal passages of unauthorized aliens, but the numerous ways in which they can actually cross over. 73 The illegality of these infiltrators renders them vulnerable to obscene forms of exploitation, often by the enforcers of border security. In the Bengal borderlands, this translates into the conscription of the char people into various illicit activities organized by local gangs and border security forces on behalf of syndicates and political parties: ration card fraud, electoral fraud, land distribution fraud, smuggling, and human trafficking (with the displaced as commodified objects).
As Ranabir Samaddar, Paula Banerjee, and others working on the Bengal borderlands have demonstrated, people in these frontier regions encounter "the state" mainly in its regulatory officiousness; they have to figure out their own quotidian lifeworlds, often spanning communities across the border, not with the help of the state but in spite of it. 74 For example, landless laborers from both sides routinely cross the border during the harvest months to find jobs as seasonal workers. A gap opens up between what is legal, and what is experientially felt by these border communities to be legitimate. I have argued elsewhere that in the gap between legality and legitimacy, a range of activities emerges to comprise the realm of the piratical. 75 These include piracy, smuggling, counterfeiting, assorted fraudulent schemes, and, in extreme situations, terrorism: activities that, in their felonious attributes, mark an exit from the realm of civil society. Opportunistic and calculated maneuvers, these are signs of a vernacular intellect intently engaging the here and the now (as opposed to more benign signs of a vernacular imagination, such as boatmens' songs along the area's many waterways, worship of local deities, and other cultural practices that stabilize a granular lifeworld). Unlike reformists who seek to change the laws to improve and perfect the Law, these uncivil agents in the borderlands-who find the legal firmament to be not only imperfect but also fundamentally unjust-put pressure on legal structures to disrupt and displace them. However, this is not done with an explicit desire to resist or rebel: in fact, these outlying communities would rather have a stable welfare state providing them with the basic affordances that citizens expect. The act of exit, of rebellion, happens by default, as disenfranchised groups seek simply to survive, to make do, to improvise a way of living in spite of all the official strictures that block them.
This instinctual opportunism, this indirection and lack of self-reflexive opposition, bothers scholars looking for categorical signs of political will and agency. Those who celebrate the multitude as the ground of endless potentialities-Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, among others-take a more utopian view of piratical formations. 76 Exploring contemporary conditions that potentiate possibilities for global democratic futures, other than the attenuated structure of political sovereignty that is imposed by the forces of neoliberal globalization, Hardt and Negri zero in on the role of new media technologies in destabilizing the very concept of private property. 77 What is novel about these technologies is their power to reproduce and disseminate media products easily, rapidly, and almost without any additional cost. But these strengths also weaken the notion of intellectual property, allowing for the use of media objects by many without depriving the original owner or depleting the object. For a global order that approaches every aspect of life in terms of market logics, this destruction of private property-the axiomatic pivot of market economies-by digital media affordances that helped establish this order globally, is a crisisinducing conundrum. No legal framework will be able to resolve this problem, unless it takes into account the fundamental shifts in the social category of property, and the global reality of a common of creative labor and products. 78 For the "global political body" is not simply "a national body grown overlarge," but it "has a new morphology" with pirates supplying a part of its "flesh." 79 Other scholars, facing currently available evidence, offer a more contemplative view of such volatile ontologies. Dilip Gaonkar notes that the "poor," the "governed," or the "people" usually "engage the political in the language of poverty that fluctuates between patience and violence." 80 Therefore, "imagining and positioning the people through the mediatory category of citizenship" plays the distinct "ideological function" of disavowing volatility. 81 Gaonkar concedes that the people do not reject citizenship as such, but mobilize the concept's constitutive rights and responsibilities selectively, in light of their actual material needs: "citizenship with its promise evacuated by corruption and neglect, is no longer the hallowed point of political arrival, but a portal through which they pass, time and again." 82 But if that is the case, how can we hold on to the assumption that the "telos of a people as a collective identity" is to emerge as law-abiding, "rights bearing individual citizens?" 83 Toward the end of the article, Gaonkar offers a sobering image: as the elite hold onto the fiction of citizenship circumscribed by the values and institutions of civil society, "the multitudes keep mulling about in increasing numbers in streets, squares, and slums." 84 Both sides agree on one thing: it is probably among such inchoate and illicit emergences at the borders that our political futures are taking shape. A southern project of Cultural Studies has to locate, embrace, and nurture such subaltern, decolonial emergences.
Notes

